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This is an example of a <font color=red><b>PREMIUM</b></font> listing.

You can use the following HTML tags to improve the appearance of your
Profile text :

- The < H1 > < H2 > and < H3 > Heading tags :
<h1>Heading 1</h1>
<h2>Heading 2</h2>
<h3>Heading 3</h3>
- Close these with < /H1 > < /H2 > or < /H3 > respectively

- The < B > tag <b>to make bold text</b> (close with < /B >)

- The < U > tag to <u>underline text</u> (close with < /U >)

- The < FONT > tag to change text <font face=times size=5>typeface </font>,
<font face=times size=5 color=red>colour</font>, or <font face=times color=
blue size=4>size</font> (close with < /FONT >)

- The < LI > tag to create bulletpoints (< /LI > to close):
<li> This is one </li>
<li> This is another </li>
<li> This is the last one </li>

<b>These are the <u>only</u> HTML tags allowed.</b>

You do not need a < BR > tag to start a new line or insert extra lines -
just put blank lines in your text using the ´Enter´ key.

You need to put an opening tag [e.g. < H1 >] before the text you want to
modify and a closing tag - same as opening tag but with a slash - [e.g. < /
H1 >] at the end (but without any spaces after the < and before the >)

<b>NB</b> Web or Email links are not permitted in the descriptive text -
see the Quick Rules page.

The UShealers.com support team can also add other features or create
bespoke designs for your page (may be chargeable).

Download the .pdf file at the bottom of this page to see a copy of the page
source with examples of HTML tags.
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